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Vols. for 1871-76, 1913-14 include an extra number, The Christmas bookseller, separately
paged and not included in the consecutive numbering of the regular series.
Stp Mathematics 8Oxford University Press, USA
A popular resource written by best-selling authors and completely in line with National
Curriculum for 2001.
ST(P) Mathematics offers very useful support to teachers and pupils through the PoS for Key
Stages 3 and 4. Sufficient text is given for pupils to use as a reminder of the main results and
methods. Each book offers an ample supply of execises to consolidate work covered by
investigation, project, class discussion, class teaching etc.
STP Mathematics for Jamaica is an, up-to-date, Mathematics course created by the STP
Mathematics author team and Jamaican experts in Mathematics education and tailored to the
needs of Lower Secondary students of Jamaica.
Longlisted for the National Book Award New York Times Bestseller A former Wall Street quant
sounds an alarm on the mathematical models that pervade modern life -- and threaten to rip
apart our social fabric We live in the age of the algorithm. Increasingly, the decisions that affect
our lives--where we go to school, whether we get a car loan, how much we pay for health
insurance--are being made not by humans, but by mathematical models. In theory, this should
lead to greater fairness: Everyone is judged according to the same rules, and bias is
eliminated. But as Cathy O'Neil reveals in this urgent and necessary book, the opposite is true.
The models being used today are opaque, unregulated, and uncontestable, even when they're
wrong. Most troubling, they reinforce discrimination: If a poor student can't get a loan because
a lending model deems him too risky (by virtue of his zip code), he's then cut off from the kind
of education that could pull him out of poverty, and a vicious spiral ensues. Models are
propping up the lucky and punishing the downtrodden, creating a "toxic cocktail for
democracy." Welcome to the dark side of Big Data. Tracing the arc of a person's life, O'Neil
exposes the black box models that shape our future, both as individuals and as a society.
These "weapons of math destruction" score teachers and students, sort r sum s, grant (or
deny) loans, evaluate workers, target voters, set parole, and monitor our health. O'Neil calls on
modelers to take more responsibility for their algorithms and on policy makers to regulate their
use. But in the end, it's up to us to become more savvy about the models that govern our lives.
This important book empowers us to ask the tough questions, uncover the truth, and demand
change. -- Longlist for National Book Award (Non-Fiction) -- Goodreads, semi-finalist for the
2016 Goodreads Choice Awards (Science and Technology) -- Kirkus, Best Books of 2016 -New York Times, 100 Notable Books of 2016 (Non-Fiction) -- The Guardian, Best Books of
2016 -- WBUR's "On Point," Best Books of 2016: Staff Picks -- Boston Globe, Best Books of
2016, Non-Fiction
An introduction to a broad range of topics in deep learning, covering mathematical and
conceptual background, deep learning techniques used in industry, and research perspectives.
“Written by three experts in the field, Deep Learning is the only comprehensive book on the
subject.” —Elon Musk, cochair of OpenAI; cofounder and CEO of Tesla and SpaceX Deep
learning is a form of machine learning that enables computers to learn from experience and
understand the world in terms of a hierarchy of concepts. Because the computer gathers
knowledge from experience, there is no need for a human computer operator to formally
specify all the knowledge that the computer needs. The hierarchy of concepts allows the
computer to learn complicated concepts by building them out of simpler ones; a graph of these
hierarchies would be many layers deep. This book introduces a broad range of topics in deep
learning. The text offers mathematical and conceptual background, covering relevant concepts
in linear algebra, probability theory and information theory, numerical computation, and
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machine learning. It describes deep learning techniques used by practitioners in industry,
including deep feedforward networks, regularization, optimization algorithms, convolutional
networks, sequence modeling, and practical methodology; and it surveys such applications as
natural language processing, speech recognition, computer vision, online recommendation
systems, bioinformatics, and videogames. Finally, the book offers research perspectives,
covering such theoretical topics as linear factor models, autoencoders, representation learning,
structured probabilistic models, Monte Carlo methods, the partition function, approximate
inference, and deep generative models. Deep Learning can be used by undergraduate or
graduate students planning careers in either industry or research, and by software engineers
who want to begin using deep learning in their products or platforms. A website offers
supplementary material for both readers and instructors.
This workbook sits alongside STP Caribbean Mathematics Book 1 student book and covers all
the topics found within it.
Taking account of post-Dearing changes to the National Curriculum, this is one of two separate
routes ("9A" and "9B") through a mathematics course following the Programme of Study for
Key Stages 3 and 4. Summaries and revision exercises are included to provide extra
consolidation work.
A GRADED COURSE FOR KS 3 & 4 LEADING TO GCSE - KS 4 A BOOKS - designed for
pupils working towards Level 7 - 8 at KS3, andhigher tiers at GCSE. ST(P) Mathematics offers
very useful support to teachers and pupils through the PoS for Key Stages 3 and 4.
This advanced graduate textbook gives an authoritative and insightful description of the major
ideas and techniques of public key cryptography.
ST(P) Mathematics offers very useful support to teachers and pupils through the PoS for Key
Stages 3 and 4. Sufficient text is given for pupils to use as a reminder of the main results and
methods Whenever possible, the recommended technique is to give the pupils a starting point
from which they can find out mathematical properties for themselves. Each book offers an
ample supply of execises to consolidate work covered by investigation, project, class
discussion, class teaching etc. A separate Teacher's Notes and Answers book is published for
each Pupils' Book in year 1 - 4 and Book 5C. Answers are included in Books 5A and 5B.
The fundamental mathematical tools needed to understand machine learning include linear
algebra, analytic geometry, matrix decompositions, vector calculus, optimization, probability
and statistics. These topics are traditionally taught in disparate courses, making it hard for data
science or computer science students, or professionals, to efficiently learn the mathematics.
This self-contained textbook bridges the gap between mathematical and machine learning
texts, introducing the mathematical concepts with a minimum of prerequisites. It uses these
concepts to derive four central machine learning methods: linear regression, principal
component analysis, Gaussian mixture models and support vector machines. For students and
others with a mathematical background, these derivations provide a starting point to machine
learning texts. For those learning the mathematics for the first time, the methods help build
intuition and practical experience with applying mathematical concepts. Every chapter includes
worked examples and exercises to test understanding. Programming tutorials are offered on
the book's web site.
A course created by the STP author team and Jamaican experts in mathematics education,
specifically tailored to the needs of secondary students in Jamaica. Taking a problem-solving
approach, the course comprehensively covers the curriculum for grades 7-9 and provides a
firm foundation for the study of mathematics at CSEC.
This new edition of the best-selling 'STP Mathematics' series provides all the support you need
to deliver the 2014 KS3 programme of study. These new student books retain the authoritative
and rigorous approach of the previous editions, whilst developing students' problem-solving
skills, helping to prepare them for the highest achievement at KS4.These student books are
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accompanied by online Kerboodle resources which include additional assessment activities,
online digital versions of the student books and comprehensive teacher support.

Libraries and archives contain many thousands of early modern mathematical
books, of which almost equally many bear readers’ marks, ranging from
deliberate annotations and accidental blots to corrections and underlinings. Such
evidence provides us with the material and intellectual tools for exploring the
nature of mathematical reading and the ways in which mathematics was
disseminated and assimilated across different social milieus in the early centuries
of print culture. Other evidence is important, too, as the case studies collected in
the volume document. Scholarly correspondence can help us understand the
motives and difficulties in producing new printed texts, library catalogues can
illuminate collection practices, while manuscripts can teach us more about textual
traditions. By defining and illuminating the distinctive world of early modern
mathematical reading, the volume seeks to close the gap between the history of
mathematics as a history of texts and history of mathematics as part of the
broader history of human culture.
This new edition of the best-selling STP Mathematics series provides all the
support you need to deliver the 2014 KS3 Programme of Study. These new
student books retain the authoritative and rigorous approach of the previous
editions, whilst developing students' problem-solving skills, helping to prepare
them for the highest achievement at KS4. These student books are accompanied
by online Kerboodle resources which include additional assessment activities,
online digital versions of the student books and comprehensive teacher support.
CEM-style Bond Mixed Test Papers Pack 2 are written by expert authors.
Developed by the 11 plus (11+) experts each paper offers comprehensive
support for all CEM 11 plus subjects. Tried and trusted, Bond has helped millions
of children achieve 11 plus success.
A Graded Course for ks 3 & 4 LEADING TO GCSE - KS 4 B BOOKS - designed
for pupils working towards Level 6 at KS3, and intermediate tiers at GCSE. ST(P)
Mathematics offers very useful support to teachers and pupils through the PoS
for Key Stages 3 and 4. Sufficient text is given for pupils to use as a reminder of
the main results and methods. Whenever possible, the recommended technique
is to give the pupils a starting point from which they can find out mathematical
properties for themselves. Each book offers an ample supply of exercises to
consolidate work covered by investigation, project, class discussion, class
teaching etc. A separate Teacher's Notes and Answers book is published.
STP Caribbean Mathematics Book 1 has been revised and updated to address
the demands of mathematics syllabuses in the region and provide students with a
firm foundation for success at CSEC®. STP Caribbean Mathematics makes
mathematics relevant for students by providing real-life context and plenty of
opportunity to practise key mathematical skills and concepts. It introduces topics
in a clear, accessible and thorough manner - and its focus on the core aspects of
mathematics help to reinforce the textbook's accuracy and rigour. This title also
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includes answers to all the activities.
STP Maths is one of the best selling maths courses across the Caribbean. The new
edition has been revised in line with the new CXC syllabus, and now includes the use of
investigations with opportunities for group work. It provides complete coverage of the
CXC syllabus for the CSEC examination.
Part of the ST(P) graded series in mathematics for Key Stages 3 and 4, leading to
GCSE. Each book offers a supply or exercises to consolidate work covered by
investigation, project, class discussion and class teaching. A corresponding book of
teacher's notes is also available.
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